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ABSTRACT

Superconducting critical currents were measured ac a functio; •' a

perpendicular applied magnetic field in disordered ka Cu .

It is shown that the pinning force is very sensitive to inhomo -

geneties already present in the as quenched samples, although these inhomo-

geneties have no obvious influence on other superconducting and transport

properties. A simple series resistance model is used to explain the

magnetic field dependence of the pinning force. A large decrease of the

pinning force was obtained for the annealed samples. This behaviour is

consistent with the phase separation model that explains the evolution of

the superconductive penetration depth. In order to obtain a better

characterization of the structural evolution with annealing of the La-Q *"u

system, behaviour of the electrical resistivity, superconducting critical

temperature and differential thermal analysis were measured.

interest sir.ee they can be considered as nearly ideal homogeneous systems

with very low critical currents [l]. AL the same time, these measurement.:.;

an be used as an extremely sensitive tool to study the presence and

evolution of material inhomogeneities [ 2-d] ,

In this paper we present the critical current measurements in the

splat-cooled [5 ] la Cu amorphous system and the evolution induced by

thermal heat treatments.

The as-quenched la Cu amorphous system has a critical tem-

perature of T • ~ 3.6 K. Previously [6] we have studied the heat treatment

c

effects in T , superconducting transition width [6 1, A l , electrical
c c

resistivity [6], P , low field superconducting penetration depth [7,8] ,A(T),

and the upper critical field [9], H „ .

Heat treatments induce an evolution in the as-quenched state towards

metastable states, decreasing its T up to 35% but maintaining the tran-

sition width below 50m.K,The electrical resistivity decreases [6] by the

same percentage as T .

Recently [81 it was proved that the penetration depth measurements as a

function of temperature in a weak magnetic field are sensible to changes in

the phase separation of high- K materials. These measurements were done in

the La Cu amorphous system, showing that after a decrease of -« &% in

T , J \ ( T ) increases indicating the appearence and growing of normal regions

within a superconducting matrix [8 ].

The deviation [10,11] from the theoretical temperature dependence of

H (T) in amorphous metals has been explained by the existence of inhomoge-

neities in the superconducting amorphous matrix. The inhomogeneities,

induced by heat treatment , in La Cu have shown no effect [ 9 ] on the

temperature dependence of M (T), which follows the results predicted by

Helfand and Werthamer [12]. From these results we see that only the penetra-

tion depth n^asurements indicate the presence of a phase separation, since

the others are typical results of homogeneous superconductors. Consequently

it is interesting to pursue Uie investigation of the particular behaviour
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critica) current • f{B.T) in air:ci'[ihr-ui; m>.":U:ls is sensitive _c ':;.(• presence

of irm<;n .->̂ enc : tl e^ [2-4], we uic this suprrronditc tini; proper t> tn investi-

gate the evolution of our samples.

To characterize the structural behaviour of the system we have a..-

measured the isothermal evolution of the electrical resistivity and differ-

ential thermal analysis (DTA). X-Ray diffraction measurements, in general,

had insufficient sensitivity to give clear information about the structures

of the metastable. phases. Several weak peaks appeared in the diffraction

pattern but could not be identified conclusively. A brief comment on the

experimental procedure is given in Sec. II. Electrical resistivity,

critical temperature and DTA results are discussed in Sec. III. In Sec.IV.1

we present the critical currents and pinning forces results for the as-

quenched and heat treated samples. Sec. IV.2 is devoted to the analysis of

the pinning forces results and the description of the model we use to

explain these. Conclusions are given in Sec. V.

• i i : . -v i i v K: l i - ; , u [ ' l h o l i i i i n . A ' l Of t .rn-.-isure^ic-nts w u r ? tiorn? w i t h '..he. juayric t i r

I" 1 c- L rt a p u l . c r ) p f r p c n r l i c u l a r t o t h e m a i n a r e a ar id t o t h e d i r e c t i o n o f t h e

c u r r e n t . To o b t a i n e a c h c h a r a c t e r i s t i c I v s . V c u r v e , wt= n i e u a u r e d t h e

sam:-ie voltage increasing thr- current I continuously.

We define the critical current density J = Ic/A ( A is the

transversal area to the current flow) where I is the current at V=ll*V.
c

It was proved that the results are independent of this definition. The

critical field H (T) obtained from a plot of Ic vs. H extrapolating to

Ie=0, coincides with the H (T) obtained from the superconducting resistive

measurements.

III. DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL ANALYSIS, ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY AND

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

3.1 Experimental Ytesults and discussion

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples were prepared using the melt-spinning
^70^30

technique [13]. The samples were ribbons 0.1 cm wide, 10 cm thick and

several cm long. To characterize the initial amorphous state we used X-Ray

diffraction analysis, electrical resistivity temperature coefficient [6,14],

critical temperature and transition width [6]. The electrical resistivity

was measured using the standard four probe technique. T^ and Hc2(T) were

defined at 99% of the resistive superconducting transition (with 1-^0).

All the heat treatments were done in vacuum.

Differential thermal analysis was made using in each run of the order

of 5 to 10 mg samples. Critical current measurements vere made using strips

about 3 cm long. The ends of the strips were spot velded to copper wires. The

distance between the voltage contacts -was about 2.5 cm. The arrangement vaa immersed

The response of the amorphous La Cu to heat treatment was

followed by measuring the critical temperature Tc , transition width, A T o ,

electrical resistivity and DTA.

In Fig. 1 we have plotted the DTA ( fig. l(a)} and electrical

resistivity data (fig. Kb)) as a function of temperature for heating rates

of 20K/min and lOK/min, respectively. It is seen that the main

structures shown by both techniques are in the same range of temperatures.

The DTA measurements indicate an exothermic region at approximately S0°C,

followed by an endothermic effect marking glass transition temperature

T • At higher temperatures, two exothermic transitions at T and T^g, are

seen, followed by some structure in the DTA plot until a temperature of

200° C is reached, T on the figure. In fig K b ) we can see near T^ the

beginning of another drop in the electrical resistivity. This last

transition ( at T ) was recognized by X-Ray analysis and T c ( ~ 5.3 K) as

the phase transformation to the equilibrium crystalline state (ot. -la t-LaCu).

- 3 _



relaxation effectodiee l.-.i<jw) . Vhc st: LK Uirsl rel*>:a HOT. off ect on the

electr ical res is t ivi ty iy '̂•••' smal.i to be seen m the scale of" Fig, l (b) ,

r^othcrm'-'J. relaxation in amorphous ^ci Q ^ j , , . ^ i ^^ [15] &rvl in

amorphous Ge [l6] wae .follows usiri.£ J-JDXD technique and e lect r ical

res i stiv".t.y measurement:: s respectively, oobh shoving a. logarithmic time

dfrpedenco characteristic o±' the Guructural relaxation of the i n i t i a l

fjiiornlious s ta te . We show in Fig.^(a) the behaviour of the s lec t r ics l res i s t iv i ty

aa a function of tin^e* "Tor an ancea.liiug temperature of ^0" C* Following
£g&cni [15 \ we define a relaxation parameter;

SLA v- XT.
( 1 !

e;.~ regions 11V 1 for r.uclea t son and growth process with A.vrami exponents

;i,-i Tor tho firtt f>[ie and V.i i'f̂ r the second. Ali'.̂ ioiigh some work has b^en

aone [10 ; in order to characterize these transformatiore, a diacussior; of

liKTK results is not within the scope of this paper.

These results show clearly that the La_ Cu system shows three

Bistirictive processes in the thermal evolution before the crystallization to

to the stable state. As we mentioned in the introduction, X-Ray analysis

did not show rlear evidence of crystalline structure within experimental

sensitivity, mainly annealing the samples at 60°C. Some unidentified

structure appeared when the sampler, were annealed at 100 C. H. Poon

has pointed out that in the cs.ee of amorphous; metals, ordinary X-ray

scan is not very useful when microscopic phat;e transformation occurs.

where H is the electrical resistance , H. its initial value at t-0, TA is
1 K

the annealing temperature, <̂  and c are constants related to the

activation energy and the Debye frequency. To take into account the

structural relaxation prior to the measurements, t was introduced.

Fig. 2(b) shows the experimental data in a semilog plot. It is seen that

the relaxation parameter defined atioire, shows the logarithmic time depend-

erce with t = 4.5 min., obtained by extrapolation a straight line, following

the long time points, to X^O. Using this value and expression (1) (the value of

c was chosen to he equal to that obtained by Egami [15]) we ohtain a value

1.3 oV for the apparent activation energy at t = a.

To be able tc observe the other phase transformation in a reasonable

time scale we have raised the annealing temperature to 60°C. Fig. 3(a) shows

the evolution of the resistance as a function of time in a semilog plot.

Fig. 3(b) shows the evolution of T in a similar time scale. It is inter-

esting to note tlie strong correlation between both quantities. We see that

either P or T Bhovs two evolution processes in the isothermal herat

treatment. TIT? 3f':ortj one starting -it ̂  300 min fc \ =GO'C. There 13 a

IV. CRITICAL CURRENTS AND PINNING FORCES

4.1 Experimental results

A) As-quenched samples

In fig. 4 we show the characteristic curves, voltage vs. current,

obtained for an as-^uenched sample ( sample a ) for different applied

magnetic fields. Using these curves we get the critical current T^H) at

V - 1/J-V and calculate the pinning force per unit volume knowing the

transversal area of the sample, Fp = (L^'k)-tt. The difference between

H and B in amorphous superconductors and in our measurement range, is

negligible [20 ] because of their high Landau-Cinzburg parameter K. In

fig. 5 we plot the pinning force F normalised by F at b(& H/H )

esuru to 0.5 , -HS ra Function of h. We sh'iw the evolution of F /F (0.5) for
P P

':l"rf? r--wjL:." ^J t:'"i.T; ru^'it1'^-j:L: 1:. Abso lu te val 'JRs ar:d o t h e r d a t a can be seen

r t i trannmion



Quite generally the pinning force can be represented by an

expression of the form:

Fp = (2)

where f(b) is a function of the reduced magnetic field and the intrinsic

properties of the superconducting material and its pinning centres. The

temperature dependence is expressed as a power law of H (T). Usually[20]
c2

normalizing the pinning force as in fig. 5, leads to the same curve,independent

of T . Obviously this is not the case here as can he seen in Fig.5,

Nevertheless;a plot of F (b) for b=0.3 and 0.8, as a function of H^ilO,

see fig. 6, shows that there are two different power laws of H i.e.
c2

n=2.0 for b = 0.3 and n~2.b for b= 0,8.

B) ,Heat treated samples

In fig 7 we diow the evolution of the normalized F as a function
p

of b for different heat treatments {sample b) and for t= O.89. The heat

treatment evolution of the sample is characterized by different critical

temperatures, see fig. 7 and Table II. In fig.7 can be clearly seen the

variations of the b-dependence of Fp with annealing. We see that annealing

reduced the normalized values for b^0.6 leaving only a pronounced peak at

b^O.3 ( see also the experimental points in fig. 10). With longer annealiiig

the temperature must be reduced much more ( t<0,8) in order to see a kink

at high b.

Note that the absolute value of F increases (see Table II) for

small variations of T (~3%) and then decreases. The total decrease of
c

Fp is almost a factor of 1/5 the initial value for the as-quenched sample,

with a 30% decrease in T . Note also that, the changes in F~ are due to

similar changes in the critical current, since '{ (t) remains sssptitially

the same with annealing 's^e Table II).

4,2 Jtir-l ;-ip-J ri t 3r:i T J ior.

of amorphous superconductors [3, 19] , the pinning force is due to the so-

called 'collective' pinning predicted by Larking and Ovchinnikov [22] .

This is not the case in our samples. The pinning forces we get are

substantially greater then those obtained [1,3,19] for other amorphous

superconductors. Even further, we do not think that a mild annealing

treatment relaxing the La Cu within the structural relaxation region

( variation of T and p(4) less than 156), would produce a substantial

reduction of the pinning force, as other experiments showed [1,19] • What

we think is that there arc inhomogeneities already present in the as -

quenched samples, that impede the normal behaviour of the pinning forces of

the homogeneous amorphous matrix. We have to point out that the absolute

value for F obtained in our samples is similar to those measured in

La . Au and ( Mo Ru ) Si B amorphous systems [23] .
76 24 »6 «4 80 10 10

The striking points of our results are: 1) the unusual b-dependerce

of Fp, and 2), taking into account the results of Sec. Ill and the

penetration depth measurements EB] , the strong decrease of the absolute

value of F with annealing.
P

We will prove below that the lack of scaling with temperature

(fig. 5) is artificial if the existence of two independent pinning forces

is postulated. Each of the pinning forces will have theirown temperature

dependence via H (T) . In fact, fig.6 shows that there are two well-*

defined exponents. The values of these exponents and the large value of the

superconducting penetration depth [ S j suggest that the predominant pinning

mechanism is a core interaction ajid possibly the pinning centres are points or

two dimensional centres [ 24 ) .

The model we us« to explain the behaviour of F vs. b is the

sun of two independent forces due to ta/o different pinning centres

contained in :he superconducting matrix. The total measured'force will be:

(3)

,-J S:v K-arr.p- !' -;!5! .



::n*rii,i"j n// LC piai-ia/', force

;

7 p(K )dK
P P P
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+ / ^ p(K )dK
S P P

(4)

< i, > ••• K

i S
K
SI

(7)

where

and

(5)

where < K > . is the mean value of the pinning strength for the i-type

pin.

In a very simplified way we can say that X and X determine the

position of the independent peaks in F (b), and X the relation between

them.

(61 A) As-quenched samples

P(K ) is the pinning strength statistical distribution; K =K (H , K, <* )
P p p C2

is a parameter related with the force produced by the pinning centre, o( is

the density of pins; K = K {H , K, C_) is a parameter related with the

elastic stored energy taking into account the interaction between flux lines;

K = K Cl-b) limits the J contribution for high fields, where,pm S J p & • ,

because of the b-dependence [ Z7] of the elastic constant C , it is much easier

to move the flux lines plastically than by the pin-breaking mechanism

[25] . Either K or K (or constant Odepends wi the particular
P b h

geometrical model of the pinning centres. In particular, the b-deper,dence

(formulas (5)-(6)) are obtained supposing that tfTetins act as a line force.

The pinning force can be considered as a line force when the distance

between the pinning centres is less than a critical value J?» (Ref.25).

In our case, the minimum calculated value for H" is 6/AIH, SO it is

reasonable to think in terras of line forces.

In our model we use expressions (d) to (6) to calculate each of the

Fp. , and expression (3) to obtain the total pinning force ( see Appendix

and Ref. 28 ), In order to compare with the experimental results we have

Fig- 8 shows the theoretical curves and the experimental points

for an as-quenched sample (sample a ). The theoretical curves are calcu-

lated using a Poisson (exponential) distribution for P(Kp.). The values

obtained for X and X do not differ by more than a factor of two for

different samples. It is important to note that X and X remain

constant with temperature , but X' does not. The evolution of X' is

consistent with the predicted temperature dependence of the Rrater model. Using

this model [S5] we have (neglecting the temperature dependence of K and C ):

where m and n are the different exponents due to the different pinning

centres. Using this relation with the experimental !I , m and n

exponents, we obtained the Eame temperature "behaviour for X'.

We obtained a reasonable agreement for the absolute value of F in

the high b-range (b>0.6) using the particular geometrical arrangement

proposed by Kramer (Ref.25). But we have almost an order of magnitude

difference in the low field range. Note, nevertheless, that the b-depend-
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(magnetic, core, fi tx. ) or Im: y-{e :m^ tr.i.ca L jnodr;] is rhan^rd; K --jni K_, in

general "-•ill not bn the .;;:"<: .

B) fleat treated samples

There are two differences between the theoretical fitting for F

of the initial and heat treated samples. The first is related with the

contribution to F by one of the pinning centres at high b. For annealed

samples and temperatures close to T' ( this temperature range increases

with heat treatment)- it is necessary to use only one Fp, to explain the

experimental results. Fig. 9 shows , for sample b, the theoretical curves

for two different annealing stages. Note that in both cases (figs.9(a) and

9(b)) X^=0 (i.e. Fp =0}. The other difference is that it is not possible

to fit the experimental results using the Poisson distribution for P(K ),

P
Instead we have to use a. Gaussian distribution (see Appendix) introducing

as a new parameter the standard deviation 0" • In fig. 9 can be seen the

used values of 0" as a function of the mean value < K > . Note that X

P 1
remains the 3Sme with annealing and also for different reduced temperatures,

the only parameterve have to change is (!~ , reducing its value (relative

to < K > ) with heat treatment.
P

Without detailed structural data we are not able to analyse in a

more quantitative manner the real meaning of the agreement between the

experimental results and, the Kramer model, although some qualitative arguments

can be given about the behaviour of the absolute value of the pinning force.

The metallurgical phase separation in the ^JQ^^Q system produces

changes in the pinning centres and their distribution. One of the main

results is the high decrease in Fp with annealing ( for
 T

c/
r
c l < 0.97).

Although it is possible to think that the small increase In F. at the

first stage of annealing is produced by the increase of inhomogeneities,

the strong decrease should be related to the particular properties of

the new phases. R.Arce et al. [8 ] argue that normal precipitates are the

main cause of the increase of the superconducting penetration depth for

T /T CJ < 0.9. Using the same model we can think of a competition between

";"N- cri;.!t'_y i ̂ M . a v o r t o x v.-^r-:. r-< •",'r a;; in i-hc aorrcaj z o n e s a n d the increi:;:c

of the r.ortnt^ force due to a local incr^arr of the current demnil.y. This

increase can happen b' .-caâ .o the current flows following s !pc-rcrsndi;o tir.q

circuits, pac.h one with a les.j effective area. 1 lii s incTcase in the local

cut <-it density would produce a decrease of the mean critical current, and

(for the sane E) of F too [29] .

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied several properties to characterize the particular

structural evolution of the La Cu amorphous system. The electrical

resistivity and DTA show that there are three different processes before the

crystallization to the stable state.

The critical current measurements are very sensitive to this

structure evolution and also to inhossogeneities already present in the

as-quenched samples- To explain the behaviour of F with b and T, a

P
simple series resistance model was used, following Kramer's approach.

The agreement is excellent also for the heat treated samples where only

one pinning force is predominant. The decrease of Fp can be understood

within the same model used to explain the evolution of the superconducting

penetration depth.

We think that a lot of systematic work is still necessary in order

to understand better the behaviour of a large number of measured prop-

erties. In particular,detailed structural data are necessary.
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APPENDIX

Using Kramer's expression [ 25 ] for Fp. , where subscript i r e f e r s

to an independent pinning force due to i - type pinning cen t r e , we ca lcu la t e

the total pinning force as follows:

and

exp -
(1-b)

where A= 5"/ <C K i>

X = I O /Ko

and

xr

' a

t > p • I T "

xd
 e x p | - . | - | ax

e x p - ~ - d x

. r ™ i-
f 2

X
| - TT~

dx

A

+ (1 -b ) 2 b 1 / 2 X^ exp

where X , X and X' were defined earlier (see expression 7).

For the annealed samples ( T / T .< 0.9) not only one pinning force is

necessary but also a Gaussian s ta t i s t i ca l distribution of pinning

strength p(K ). Using
P

P(K ) =
P
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TAbi.r.

3 . 6 7 3 K , <Vi ' e = 9 .6 mK, Ad = - 23.1 KGs/K

H(4)/R(3O0) = 1.022 e(4) = 17S ucjcm
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I Critical temperature T , superconducting transition width
c-'

^ T c ' i n i t i a l slope of the phase diagram A H ^ 4 t, ratio of

the electrical resistance at 4 and 300 K, R(4)/R(300), and the

absolute value of ttie residual electrical resistivity O{4).

Below these values are the absolute values of the pinning force

at b=0.5 for different reduced temperatures with the corre-

sponding critical fields (sample a).

Table II : Same data as in Table I for sample b and for different

annealing treatments: 1) as-quenched state 2) 30 min. at

65°C. and 3) 90 min more at 65°C.

FMg. i (>i'; I;i il'Rrenti ai thermal analysis obtains! with a heating rate of

^0/K mirt for r̂ n as-q.Jf'nched siimple. T denotes the g]aSF.

transition temperature and Tx the crystallisation temperature

to the stable state.

(b) Evolution of the electrical resistance with temperature. R.

is the electrical resistance at T=O°C.

Fig. 2 (a) Evolution of the electrical resistance with time for an as*

quenched sample at 50°C. R. is the initial value at t=0.

(b) Relaxation parameter (see text) as a function of .?n(t+4.5)

(t in minutes). The straight line is the linear regression

of the experimental points.

Fig. 3 (a) Evolution of the electrical resistance vs. In t for an

annealing temperature of 60°C. The dashes and continuous

lines are obtained using Avrami expressions with exponents

1.4 and 1.1 respectively.

(b) Evolution of the superconducting critical temperature ^ with

time ( semilog plot).

Fig. 4 Characteristic voltage vs. current curves for different

applied magnetic fields at a reduced temperature t= 0.885.

The critical current is defined at V=

Fig. S Normalized pinning force as a function of reduced magnetic

field b, for different reduced temperatures. The dashed

lines are used as a guide.

Fig. 6 Pinning force as a function of critical magnetic field for

b=0.3 and b=0.8 . The straight lines are from the linear

regression calculations. From the slopes we obtain the

exponents n=2.0 and 2.5 for b=0.3 and 0.8 ,respectively.



Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Evolution of the normalized pinning force as a function of b

for a different annealing treatments, each one characterized by

the ratio T /T * where i1 is the initial (for the as-
c ci ci

quenched sample) value of the critical temperature.

Theoretical curves and experimental points of the normalized

F as a function of h for two reduced temperatures.
P

The parameters ana X? are explained in i\is text.

Theoretical curves and experimentaJ points of the normalized

F as a function of b for two different reduced temperatures
P
and heat treatments: (a) for 12% change in T and t=0.975

c

and (b) for 30% change in T and t= 0.903. C is the

standard deviation parameter, using the Gaussian distri-

bution for the pinning strength. The other parameters are

defined in the text.
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